DISCOVERING YOUR KARMA MISSION
and PURPOSE in LIFE
A “Karma Mission” is simply an act of sharing what is innate in you.
We discover it usually by being inspired, entertained, encouraged or
empowered by something or someone else that we share this universe with.
Our karma mission and purpose in life is as much apart of us as our date
of birth.
It is [what I believe] something that was predestined for us-the
purposeful reason why we exist and co-exist.
We were born at a certain time, month, day and year-into an already
pre-planned mold of what we are supposed to do, and by way of that, we are
“kept track of.” However, as terrestrials with intuitive dominion over the life
form that we share; we are granted the privilege of living by free will, or a life in
default (to whatever circumstances or situations that are available to us-bad or
good). The Creator of the universe is so divine in order, balance and continuity
that just like the 4 seasons, 365 days per year, 52 weeks within the year, 24
hours within the day and 7days within a week; this “keeping track of” is It’s goal
for us too-to be kept track of (like the seasons and time). However, in order for
the world to go ‘round, it is essential that there is balance and imbalance,
obedience and disobedience, order and disorder: however, our time, month, day
and year that we were born is an order and where our pre-destiny lies. But until
it is discovered (by being inspired, entertained, encouraged or empowered), we
remain on that continuum of the world going ‘round, and the universe checks in
on us-to see how we are living (or not living). I believe that our spiritual nudges
come in the form of what we feel about what we are doing, and what we are
feeling by how we are living. Our personal success, our self-worth, our lives,
and our personal contentment is contingent upon the order of things that we
follow in our practical and tangible lives, and as well, our spiritual and immaterial
lives-both: in balance.
Now that you have learned “First Things First” (everything about your
personological self- from pages 1-183 of this book) let’s get down to the
business of “Discovering Your Karma Mission and Purpose in Life.”
(You should’ve already written down what your sun+moon+rising sign’s
are on page 78).
The interesting thing about charting your sun, moon, and rising sign’s
mission in life is that whatever mission your diluted sun, moon and rising is; your
concentrated sun, moon and rising mission will be the same.
Let’s review how this is so:
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YOU DILUTED

<—————————> YOU CONCENTRATED____________>

if you are Aries sun ,or moon, or rising
if you are Taurus sun, or moon ,or rising

then you are also

(both are)

Libra-concentrated sun or moon or rising (CARDINAL)

then you are also

Scorpio-concentrated sun or moon or rising (FIXED)

if you are Gemini sun, or moon, or rising

then you are

Sagittarius-concentrated sun, or moon, rising (MUTABLE)

if you are Cancer sun, or moon, or rising

then you are

Capricorn-concentrated sun, or moon, or rising (CARDINAL)

if you are Leo sun, or moon, or rising
if you are Virgo sun, or moon, or rising

then you are
then you are

Aquarius-concentrated sun, or moon, rising (FIXED)
Pisces-concentrated sun, or moon, or rising (MUTABLE)

CARDINAL
FIXED
MUTABLE
(LEADERS) (ORGANIZERS) (COMMUNICATERS)
Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricorn
Aquarius
Pisces
All 12 signs Lead, Organize & Communicate in different ways.
Let’s Talk About the Role of a:
LEADER, an ORGANIZER and a COMMUNICATER:
To LEAD: When one leads, he directs the operations, performance or activity of a
thing for which he is the head of. He is orchestration-so as to bring about a
definite result.
To ORGANIZE: When one organizes, he develops an organic structure of a thing
and forms it into a complete and functioning whole. He sets up an administrative
structure for, arranges systematically, and plans a united effort. He unionizes,
institutionalizes, finds, and establishes.
To COMMUNICATE: When one communicates, he makes known-a thing and
passes some thing from one to another. He transmits. He joins and connects that
which, by way of communicating, information or opinion is transmitted or
exchanged.
Your rising sign is the sign from which you “Discover Your Karma
Mission and Purpose in Life.” To introduce you to your Karma Mission and
Purpose in Life, as an example, we will use my own Sun, Moon, and Rising signs:
LEADER———>Cancer-Capricorn (sun sign)——>Ego (DEFAULT or FREE WILL)
ORGANIZER———>Taurus-Scorpio (moon sign)——>Id (DEFAULT or FREE WILL)
COMMUNICATER————>Virgo-Pisces (rising sign)———>SPIRIT (DESTINY)

This next section is set up for you to focus on your rising sign only, and
the charts are specifically for your rising/Spirit sign. I will also show you just how
each rising sign Leads, Organizes and Communicates, and by way of that; what j
job, occupations and careers are best tailored to your rising/spirit signs’ Karma
Mission and Purpose in Life.
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Cardinal
Cardinal signs:
Aries-----and------Libra
Cancer-----and------Capricorn
...reveal interests and personal qualities.
They are the signs of the zodiac that are born leaders, initiators and champions
of many causes who are highly motivated and exhibit qualities of leadership.
They possess characteristics of directness and preciseness.
They are first, foremost primary, elementary, chief, main, key, paramount,
highest, greatest, uppermost, underlying essential and intrinsic.
They are dominating, predominating, on top, ahead, underlying, and
indispensable. They are usually frank, candid and uncomplicated in their efforts
or goals of productivity and are at their best and happiest when they are selfemployed, the boss, or the heads of things.
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ARIES’ KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE in LIFE is to LEAD

Aries leads by impulsion: creatively.
Undoubtedly a cardinal sign due to their forceful energy & assertiveness.
They meet demands head on & are opposed to competition.
They possess explosive ambition which makes them cardinal.
Aries is undoubtedly a cardinal sign due to their forceful energy and
assertiveness. They meet demands head on, and are opposed to competition and
possess explosive ambition, which makes them a natural cardinal sign.
They have a competitive nature, they are strong-willed, enthusiastic and vibrant.
Because of their enterprising nature and entrepreneurial spirit; they thrive in
commission-based jobs where bonus pay is a benefit.
Aries’ are also impulsive, outgoing and brave by nature.
See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are a few of the BEST
PROFESSIONS for Aries to consider in which LEADERSHIP is required
(although via your sun or moon sign, but especially if Aries is your rising sign):
-military
-athletics
-engineering
-fireman
-leader
-police officer
-promotions
-advertising
-public relations
-soldiers
-rescue workers
-fields of government
-politics
-recreation
-television
-adventurers
-explorers
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations which ARIES/rising/
spirit would be successful in and where his/her spiritual Karma Mission and
Purpose in Life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your
karma mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-ARIES’ and LIBRA’S mission to LEAD (as defined on top of page 185)
-LIBRA (on next page-188)
-All About ARIES’ (page 160-161) and All About LIBRA (page 172-173)
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LIBRA’S KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE in LIFE is to LEAD

Libra leads by uniting and relating.
Surprisingly a cardinal sign considering how indecisive they are by nature.
It is their grace and charm that usually puts them in the lineup for cardinal sign
of leadership as it is just that-their charm, grace and air element that puts them
in the running of the cardinal game-leading the way.
They are usually good-looking, entertaining, gracious and charming.
Relationships and bridging gaps are very important to them-so they are usually
cooperative as they are people-persons who usually do not like going off into a
some dark corner alone at work or play.
They thrive best being social in busy and environments that are buzzing about.
With Venus in their planet, they are drawn to the arts and love interacting with
an audience.
See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are a few of the BEST
PROFESSIONS for Libra to consider in which LEADERSHIP is
required (although via your sun or moon sign, but especially if Libra is your
rising sign):
-music
-interior design
-mediators
-professions involving relationships
-artist
-dance
-acting
-diplomat
-dancer
-salesperson
-host
-negotiator
-travel agent
-supervisor
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations which LIBRA/rising/
spirit would be successful in and where his/her spiritual Karma Mission and
Purpose in Life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your
karma mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-LIBRA’S and ARIES’ mission to LEAD (as defined on top of page 185)
-ARIES’ (previous page-187)
-All About LIBRA (page 172-173) and All About ARIES’ (page 160-161)
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CANCER’S KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE IN LIFE is to LEAD
Cancer leads by intuition: emotionally.
Surprisingly cardinal considering how reserved, unassertive and introverted they
most often are. However, they have what it takes to accomplish their goals and
are productive in doing so.
Cancer’s tenacious efforts put them far ahead of the game, which is what makes
them a cardinal personality, as they are determined as well as courageous on the
behalf of other people and especially children and family.
They are very protective.
They do well in jobs that require nurturing and taking care of things (and people)
but make no mistake about it, their care of things and people extended further
than babies, family, children and puppies, they make excellent executive and are
naturals at being in charge.
Natural problem solvers and imaginative; they are the ones to go to for advice
and they handle responsibility with ease and expertise.’

See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are a few of the BEST
PROFESSIONS for Cancer to consider in which LEADERSHIP is
required (although via your sun or moon sign, but especially if Cancer is your
rising sign):
-lawyers
-homemaker
-cook
-teachers/pre-school teacher/ childcare
-interior design
-gardener
-architecture
-prophet
-CEO
-human resources
-clairvoyant
-nurse
-social worker
-home-care provider
-agriculturalist
-soldiers
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations which CANCER/rising/
spirit would be successful in and where his/her spiritual Karma Mission and
Purpose in Life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your karma
mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-CANCER’S & CAPRICORN’S mission to LEAD (as defined on top of page 185)
-CAPRICORN’S (next page-190)
-All About CANCER (page 166-167) and All About CAPRICORN (page 178-179)
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CAPRICORN’S KARMA MISSION and PURPOSE IN LIFE is to LEAD

Capricorn leads by worldly success.
Ambition is their middle name.
They are natural cardinal signs in that they are very opposed to being dominated.
They are the most determined and ambitious of the zodiac and are always
motivated to take the lead.
They are happiest when challenged, as they are persistent and determined and
like the sure-footed goat the represents them, by any means necessary; will do
whatever it takes to get to and maintain their place a the top in a life of worldly
success.
As leaders, the are responsible and conscientious and will not exactly turn their
nose up at earning power.
They are workaholics.
They lead with an iron fist and run a tight shift-all rules are strictly enforced, as
they know the benefits of playing by the rules.
If you want it done right and on schedule-don’t do it yourself, grab hold of a
Capricorn.
They hate competition and will only back down if they are the winner.
Those characteristics certainly put Capricorn ahead of the game of cardinal
leadership.
See last two paragraphs on page 185. Here are a few of the BEST
PROFESSIONS for Capricorn to consider in which LEADERSHIP is
required (although via your sun or moon sign, but especially if Capricorn is your
rising sign):
-manager
-undertaker
-administrator
-banking
-editor
-real estate
-investments
-IT
-politics
-administration
-business
Keep in mind that these are just a few occupations which CAPRICORN/
rising/spirit would be successful in and where his/her spiritual Karma Mission and
Purpose in Life will be found.
When selecting occupations that are best suited for discovering your karma
mission and purpose in life, select them by reviewing:
-CAPRICORN’S & CANCER’S mission to LEAD (as defined on top of page 185)
-CANCER’S (previous page-189)
-All About CAPRICORN (page 178-179) and All About CANCER (page 166-167)
-190-Get this entire book now! At: angelasherice.com

